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Dave and I are almost done with our journey. After spending an entire year in the 
Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness, we plan to exit on Friday! Did you know 
that we began our year on a special day last year? It was the Fall Equinox. An 
equinox is one of two days each year when the length of day and night are the same. 
This year's Fall Equinox is about to happen, on September 22 to be exact. In this 
Notes from the Trail we'll learn about equinoxes and why the seasons change. 
  

What is an equinox? 

  
An equinox happens twice a year. Another name for the Fall Equinox is the 
Autumnal Equinox. It is the first day of fall. The length of the day and night are the 
same on this day, because the sun is shining directly on the Equator. The Spring 
Equinox happens in March. It is called the Vernal Equinox. These two pictures help 
to understand how this happens. 
  

 
During an equinox, the Earth’s North and South poles are not facing toward or away from the 
Sun and the length of the day is the same at all points on Earth’s surface. Image by Przemyslaw 
Idzkiewicz. http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Earth-lighting-equinox_EN.png 
  



 
Here you can see how the sunlight hits the Earth at different points in its orbit around the Sun. 
Image by Colivine. 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Orbital_relations_of_the_Solstice,_Equinox_%26_I
ntervening_Seasons.svg 
 
Right now in the Northern Hemisphere the length of daylight is decreasing every 
day. What time does the sun rise where you are? When does it set?  
  
The Earth orbits the Sun 
  
Imagine the Earth orbiting (or spinning around) the Sun. It takes one year for the 
Earth to make a full circle around the Sun. The North Pole is the top of the Earth and 
the South Pole is the bottom of the Earth. Imagine a straight line running through 
the Earth from the North Pole to the South Pole. This is called the Earth's axis. The 
Earth rotates on its axis. 
  
This is what causes night and day. When it is nighttime where you are, you are on the 
side of the Earth facing away from the sun and it is dark outside. The Earth keeps 
spinning, eventually the Sun rises and it is daytime. 
  
What causes the seasons? 
  
Now that we can imagine the Earth rotating on its axis and orbiting the sun, tilt the 
axis a bit. The Earth's axis is tilted 23.5 degrees. The Earth never stands upright, it 
always leans to the side. 
  
It is this tilt that causes seasonal changes. As the Earth orbits the Sun the northern 
half (or Northern Hemisphere) receives more sunlight for half of the year. This when 
it is summer in the Northern Hemisphere and winter in the Southern Hemisphere. 
  
Which Hemisphere do you live in?  
  
Eventually the Earth reaches a point in its orbit where the top and bottom receive 
equal sunlight– the equinox! This would be the Fall Equinox in the Northern 
Hemisphere. On the same day, the Spring (or Vernal) Equinox happens in the 
Southern Hemisphere. 



 What is summer like where you live? What is winter like?  
  
Then the Earth continues its orbit and the Southern Hemisphere gets more sunlight 
than the Northern Hemisphere. In other words, summer happens in the Southern 
Hemisphere and winter happens in the Northern Hemisphere. 
  
I can tell that fall is coming to Minnesota and the Boundary Waters. Loons' feathers 
are changing and they are getting ready to migrate. Large flocks of Canada geese are 
already flying in V formation, heading south. Leaves on maple trees, birch trees and 
aspen trees are starting to change color. Squirrels are busy caching food for the 
winter. 

 
  
What changes are taking place around you as fall happens in the Northern 
Hemisphere and spring happens in the Southern Hemisphere? [contact-form-7 
id="9280" title="Question form"] 
  
Further Exploration: 
  

The Reason for the Seasons Lesson 
Plans: http://education.nationalgeographic.com/education/activity/the-reason-for-
the-seasons/?ar_a=1 

Sun and Earth Lesson 
Plans: http://education.nationalgeographic.com/archive/xpeditions/lessons/07/g35
/seasons.html?ar_a=1 

How Equinox's Work: Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CjbgzL2Axok 

	
	



Name:	_____________________________________	
September	18,	Notes	from	the	Trail	

Student	Response	Worksheet	(Lower)	
Seasonal	Changes	and	the	Fall	Equinox	

	
1. An	equinox	is	________________	of	two	days	a	year	when	the	

length	of	_________________	and	__________________	are	the	same.	

	

2. 	The	lengths	of	day	and	night	are	the	same	on	the	equinox	

because	the	sun	is	directly	over	the	___________________________	.	

	

3. What	causes	night	and	day?	_____________________________________	

_____________________________________________________________________		

	

4. The	earth’s	axis	is	tilted	______________	degrees.	

	

5. When	it’s	the	fall	equinox	in	the	northern	hemisphere	it	is	

the	spring,	or	________________________	equinox	in	the	sothern	

hemisphere.	

	

Bonus:	Dave	and	Amy	are	wrapping	up	their	Year	in	the	

Wilderness	this	week.		What	would	be	the	first	thing	you	did	

when	you	got	home	after	being	in	the	wilderness	for	a	year?	

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________	



Name:	____Answer__________	
September	18,	Notes	from	the	Trail	

Student	Response	Worksheet	(Lower)	
Seasonal	Changes	and	the	Fall	Equinox	

	
1. An	equinox	is	___one__	of	two	days	a	year	when	the	length	of	

__day___	and	___night___	are	the	same.	

	

2. 	The	lengths	of	day	and	night	are	the	same	on	the	equinox	

because	the	sun	is	directly	over	the	___equator___	.	

	

3. What	causes	night	and	day?	___The	earth	rotating	on	its	

axis____	

	

4. The	earth’s	axis	is	tilted	__23.5____	degrees.	

	

5. When	it’s	the	fall	equinox	in	the	northern	hemisphere	it	is	

the	spring,	or	_____vernal__	equinox	in	the	southern	

hemisphere.	

	

Bonus:	Dave	and	Amy	are	wrapping	up	their	Year	in	the	

Wilderness	this	week.		What	would	be	the	first	thing	you	did	

when	you	got	home	after	being	in	the	wilderness	for	a	year?	

______Answers	will	vary	

______________________________________________________________________	

	



Name:	_____________________________________	
September	18,	Notes	from	the	Trail	
Student	Response	Worksheet	(Upper)	
Seasonal	Changes	and	the	Fall	Equinox	

	
1. How	many	times	a	year	does	an	equinox	happen?		_______________	

	

2. Compare	the	amount	of	day	and	night	on	the	equinox.	__________	

________________________________________________________________________	

	

3. What’s	a	favorite	memory	you	have	from	a	sunrise	or	sunset?	

________________________________________________________________________	

________________________________________________________________________	

	

4. Describe	in	your	own	words	what	causes	the	equinox.	

________________________________________________________________________	

	

5. Describe	in	your	own	words	what	causes	the	seasons.	

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________	

	

Bonus:	Dave	and	Amy	are	wrapping	up	their	Year	in	the	

Wilderness	this	week.		What	would	be	the	first	thing	you	did	

when	you	got	home	after	being	in	the	wilderness	for	a	

year?_____________________________________________________________________	

___________________________________________________________________________	



Name:	_____Answer____	
September	18,	Notes	from	the	Trail	
Student	Response	Worksheet	(Upper)	
Seasonal	Changes	and	the	Fall	Equinox	

	
6. How	many	times	a	year	does	an	equinox	happen?		__2	

	

7. Compare	the	amount	of	day	and	night	on	the	equinox.	__________	

____They	are	the	same______	

	

8. What’s	a	favorite	memory	you	have	from	a	sunrise	or	sunset?	

___Answers	will	vary_________	

________________________________________________________________________	

	

9. Describe	in	your	own	words	what	causes	the	equinox.	_____The	

sun	is	directly	over	the	equator________	

	

10. Describe	in	your	own	words	what	causes	the	seasons.	__The	

earth	is	tilted	on	its	axis,	when	the	hemisphere	is	closest,	it	

is	summer,	when	it	is	angled	away	it	is	winter	

	

Bonus:	Dave	and	Amy	are	wrapping	up	their	Year	in	the	

Wilderness	this	week.		What	would	be	the	first	thing	you	did	

when	you	got	home	after	being	in	the	wilderness	for	a	

year?____Answers	will	vary_______________	

___________________________________________________________________________	


